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Success in math requires children to make connections between the real world and math concepts

in order to solve problems. Extra practice can help young problem solvers advance to more

complex topics with confidence. The activities in this workbook are designed to help your children

catch up, keep up, and get ahead. Best of all, theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll have lots of fun doing it! Some of the

great features youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find inside are:Ã‚Â BASIC MATHPiece of Cake Coloring pieces of

cake to match each fraction, and determining which fraction is larger, provide practice in recognizing

and comparing simple fractions.Ã‚Â Rulers RuleMeasuring candy, yarn, action figures, and more

allows children to gain confidence in using a ruler to measure inches and centimeters and using

estimation.Ã‚Â MATH GAMES & PUZZLESHidden DesignChildren count the hundreds, tens, and

ones, then color the squares that match the numbers to see the hidden design.Ã‚Â Puzzling

PentominoesUsing the pentomino cards provided, children fill two-dimensional shapes and

determine their perimeter or area.Ã‚Â MATH IN ACTIONThat Does Not Compute!The Great Roboto

is on the fritz and is spitting out some wrong answers. Children use their skills in number patterns,

subtraction, fractions, and inequalities to separate the correct and incorrect answers.Ã‚Â Zoo

CrewChildren use subtraction and measurement skills to help the zoologists compare the lengths of

reptiles or weights of primates and measure the lengths of aquarium animals.Ã‚Â Give your

childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s confidence in math a boost with 2nd Grade Super Math Success.
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Grade Level: 1 - 4

Sylvan Learning is the premier provider of tutoring services for grades pre-K to 12 in North America.

With over 850 locations in the United States and Canada, Sylvan provides individualized tutoring

services, both in centers and online, in subjects including math, language arts, writing, study skills,

and more.Sylvan's proven process and personalized methods have helped more than two million

students unlock their academic potential. With products based on solid and scientific research,

Sylvan is committed to both quality education and to helping children discover a love of learning!

I bought this book for summer use, to build confidence before 2nd grade. My daughter loved it. So

much of math is repetitive. This book teaches thinking, and concepts. It is great to use, alongside

traditional math education. My daughters face lit up when she realized she was doing multiplication

and division, essentially, by grouping. Love it! Going to by the 3rd grade one next.My mother, who

taught education for 45 years, said we should teach thinking, if we do this sort of thing at home.

Schools teach theory. She loves this book.

This book is in 3 parts, so we worked through all 3 sections at once, doing a page from each section

every day. If a page was a little too challenging for my son, we would skip it and come back to it

later in the school year. He has learned so much! I'm getting the next grade up for him for next year.

It's a little thing, but the pictures are so colorful and fun, as well as up to date with what he's into.

Anything to make math more relate-able is a bonus!

This was without doubt the best thing I ever did for my son ! I will start by telling you when he took

his placement test at the beginning of second grade this year he scored easily into third grade level

and almost fourth. Let me tell you how we did it!I ordered it the beginning of his summer vacation.

When it got here I divided the number of days to when school started to the number of work pages

and it came to 5 pages a day to finish minus Saturdays and Sundays. I got him a note pad and

some pencils and erasers and every morning we did our 5 pages. Now granted if it was very hard

pages we might do four or even three. But on the same note if they were very easy pages I would

do six pages and sometimes seven.This is what I liked about the book.It went progressively.

Meaning chapter 1 set the stage for chapter 2 and so on. The book did a great job in teaching skills



that would make the next chapter make more sense. Also what I thought was genius on their part

was they took a concept and presented it several different ways. For example on telling time it

looked at what time is it, how much time is left, how much time would you need, time with pictures,

time with word problems, time with games, and time with estimates. With every concept that was

taught I felt confident that no matter how the test question was presented to him, he would have

some exposure to it the way this book did it!Also what was very important which was a concern to

me was always re exposing that which was taught. For example in chapter 3 I believe we worked on

very basic addition. Every new section of the book would introduce it again and raise the bar a bit so

it got just a bit harder. So through out the summer we worked on basic addition a few days rather

than just a few when you got to that section. And it was like that for every concept he learned.

Always bringing it back up later so it was not forgotten and took to a bit higher level in difficulty.Let

me tell you what he thought of the book.He at first HATED it ! He said it was not fair I was giving him

home work on his summer vacation. He wanted to watch cartoons and play video games. I would

however give him much praise when he did well and especially when he grasped a concept that

was difficult for him. He began to like doing the book because he enjoyed the time we spent

together and of course his great job hugs I would give him! He loved showing his grandparents what

he learned and they were truly impressed! He absolutely loved the games and any of the problems

in the book that had the robot in it! He would come in the morning with a smile on his face and say

lets gets started! I loved that ! :)My three important suggestions to consider if you but this book.Buy

your child a watch that it is not digital with all the numbers on it. For my child the telling time part

time was very hard for him and this helped a lot. Make a point through out the day and night to ask

them what time it is!Second let them handle money and help in the stores how to use cash. It will

make the book make much more sense and stress the importance of this skill. I want to WARN

every one in this book the nickles almost look identical to the quarters. I had to put my reading

glasses on several times to tell the difference. This is my only issue with the book!Third is I get up

very early and he was just not enough wake to be as attentive and alert and focused as he needed

to be. I found if I gave him some time to wake up and what not he did much better and remembered

quite well.I will definitely be getting more books for this summer and would highly recommend this

book if your child is struggling in school currently! I got some other brand books for reading and

writing and I GREATLY REGRET not getting the Sylvan brand, He is currently struggling with with

reading and writing but is straight easy A's on math!I hope this helps ! ray333ray2001@yahoo.com

It has lots of pictures and color, and does not try to over complicate the math problems.



This book has helped my 5 year old son learn second grade level math skills. He can read the

simple directions and follow the math problems. For example he learned how to

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“carry the oneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• when adding double digits numbers. The book

showed how to write the calculation and where to place the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“oneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• so

that it can be added into the calculation. He immediately understood the concept and was able to

practice the concept through the formatting of the problems that were given. Once he completed

that group of problems he was satisfied and wanted to go to the next page. The next page removed

the formatting and tested his ability to do the exercise without the format. He remembered the

concept from the previous page and was able to move forward and complete the new challenge.

Once he completed the page I could tell had a ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“sense of

accomplishmentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. On to the next page he went and so onÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦.The book

has a great format for allowing the child to be self-learners by looking at the easy to follow example

and then completing the exercises. This is a great book for those children that have mathematical

minds.

This Math Book is what my Grand Son needs for 2nd grade. I know that he will be ahead of his

class. When School starts

My grandson loves this math book. It is so different being divided into three sections, with games,

etc.

Love sylvian. Use this for homeschool and has everything i need in it. perfect
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